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 The AAS major, which launched in the
Fall of 2016, continues to grow!  This
interdisciplinary major consists of 5

core requirements and 5 elective
courses.  Remember, if you double-
major, you may cross count up to 3
courses so the AAS major can work

very well as a second major. The skills
taught in this major lend themselves to

a wide range of careers and for
graduate programs in many disciplines.
This major provides students with the

cultural competency needed to flourish
in an increasingly diverse workforce

and is designed to accommodate
minors, second majors, and

international study. For a full list of
approved courses and to declare the
major, please stop in the department

office, SSB 317 or 304
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DIALOGUE ON ISSUES RELATED TO

AFRICA AND ITS DIASPORA.
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SPRING 2021 Schedule
Monday - Thursday

42130
AAS 150.01 Introduction

 to Social Justice
11:00 - 12:20

Mitchell

42308
AAS 280.01

Women of African Descent
 in Global Perspective

11:00 - 12:20
Kumar

42588
AAS 338.01

African Literature
9:30 - 10:50

McMann

42132
AAS 353.01

Race & Crime
11:00 - 12:20

Mitchell

42131
AAS 150.02

Introduction
to Social Justice

12:30 - 1:50
Mitchell

40482 
AAS 370.01

Special Topics:
 Racism, 

Crime & Prisons
11:00 - 12:20

Francis

42137 
AAS 370.02

Special Topics:
 Racism, 

Crime & Prisons
12:30 - 1:50

Francis

42550 
AAS 370.03

Special Topics:
 Archaeology of Slavery

2:00 - 3:20
Leader

42550 
AAS 370.03

Special Topics:
 Archaeology of Slavery

2:00 - 3:20
Leader

40489
AAS 373.01

Slavery and Black
Womanhood
11:00 - 12:30 

Audain

40475
AAS 378.01

African American
Literature

 1920 - 1980 
9:30 - 10:50

Williams

40478
AAS 378.01

African American
Literature

 1920 - 1980 
11:00 - 12:20

Williams

40483
AAS 470.01

Advanced Special Topic: History of 
Black Women Prisoners

5:00 - 7:50
Francis

THURSDAY

EVENING



SPRING 2021 Schedule
Tuesday - Friday

40485
AAS 270.01 

Topics in African 
American Studies:
Race & Gender in

Protest Music
11:00 - 12:20

Adair

42136
AAS 235.01

African American Film
3:30 - 4:50

Adair

40476 
AAS 240.01

History of Jazz
11:00 - 12:20

Fienberg

40486
AAS 270.02 

Topics in African 
American Studies:
Race & Gender in

Protest Music
2:00 - 3:20

Adair

40479
AAS 282.01

History of Race
Relations in the U.S.

9:30 - 10:50
Fisher

40480
AAS 321.01

Race, Gender, and The
News

11:00 - 12:20 
Pearson

42830
AAS 282.02

History of Race
Relations in the U.S.

11:00 - 12:30
Fisher

Have you considered an
AAS 399 Internship? 

 Should you have
questions, be sure to

reach out to your
advisor.



Knowledgeable of the strengths and weaknesses of the theoretical models related to

African Diaspora  courses, scholarship, and issues.

Able to articulate an enhanced awareness of the socioeconomic and political

implications and consequences of a multiracial world.

Able to explain global constructions of race.

ABLE TO DEMONSTRATE understanding of the diversity of African and its Diaspora’s

voices.

Able to identify women and men central to the history, religious practices, literary

traditions, artistic production, intellectual movements, institutional developments,

and study of people of African  descent. 

Students graduating with an African American Studies major or minor will

embody the following learning objectives:

Graduates will be...



African American Studies Major Requirements:

5 Core course requirements

AAS 179: African American History to 1865 

1 Course Unit (crosslisted with HIS 179)

AAS 180: African American History Since 1865 

1 Course Unit (crosslisted with HIS 180)

AAS 378: African American Literature 1920-1980

 1 Course Unit (crosslisted with LIT 378)

Co-requisite in Methods/Statistics (choose from approved

list upon advisement)

AAS 499: Senior Capstone-Independent Research

Electives: 5 Course Units from AAS courses (or

crosslisted sections); 

1 course must be on Africa and one course must be in the

Social Sciences.

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

D O N ' T  F O R G E T . . .



AAS 240/MUS 245: History of Jazz
An introduction to jazz music through an examination of its content, history and cultural legacy.
The course begins with the emergence of jazz out of early African-American musical forms, and
considers the profound connection between the African-American experience and the development
of jazz. It is an examination of how jazz evolved through artistic and technological innovations as
well as through cultural, commercial and political forces. The course engages students in critical
listening and research-based writing skills.

AAS150/WGS 150 :  INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL JUSTICE
This introductory course examines how racism, classism, sexism, ableism and other patterns of
inequality intersect, and thus create barriers to the realization of a more equal and just society.
The course will begin with a theoretical examination of what we mean by justice, social justice and
why these matter. Students will then examine the social constructions of gender, race, and
sexuality and how they are shaped by particular contexts, times, and places. Using an
intersectional framework, the course will then examine pressing current social justice issues
such as poverty, race and incarceration, immigration, etc. and how the intersectionality of social
identities and forces amplify the impact of these issues on oppressed populations. Students will
examine strategies to create change, including organizing, campaigns, and advocacy.

AAS 235:  African american film
A survey of the images of african americans as presented in american film.  emphasizes the viewing
of a selected number of works which depict various types of movie-myth African Americans.

AAS 252/ WGS 252: Gender and cultural production
This course provides an overview of the various performance genre made popular in the late
nineteenth-early twentieth century by African Americans. The course will make explicit
connections between black diasporic cultural production and intellectualism during the
period known as the Harlem Renaissance.



AAS 280/WGS 260/SOC 270:  WOMEN OF AFRICAN DESCENT IN GLOBAL
PERSPECTIVE
Women of African Descent in Global Perspective is a global, cross-cultural survey of the lives
and contributions of women of African ancestry. Emphasis will be placed upon shared
elements of African culture that, when impacted by colonialism and/or the Atlantic slave
trade, resulted in similar types of resistance to oppression, and analogues cultural
expression among the women of four locales: Africa, South America and the Caribbean, North
America and Europe. Theoretical methodologies, historical narrative, literature, demographic
data, material culture, representations of self, and representations by others will be
explored to illuminate/explain the: History, Cultural artifacts, Cultural retentions and Self-
concept.

AAS 281/ SOC 281: SOCIOLOGY OF RACE IN THE U.S.
A broad sociological study of race in the dynamics of the American power, privilege, and
oppression. The course argues race, as a concept and social phenomenon, if fluid, malleable,
and socially constructed and those characteristics have made it a persistent and useful
feature in the US historical development.

AAS 282/HIS 190: history of race relations in the u.s.
A socio-historical examination of race as a category in the United States. The course
approaches the United States as a multiracial society and discusses how the various racial
groups negotiate their differences politically, economically, intellectually, socially, and
culturally.

AAS 270 - TOPICS IN AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES: RACE & GENDER IN
PROTEST MUSIC
This course provides an overview of the various performance genre made popular in the late
nineteenth-early twentieth century by African Americans. The course will make explicit
connections between black diasporic cultural production and intellectualism during the
period known as the Harlem Renaissance.



This course focuses on literature produced in Africa from the era of European imperialism
through the present. LIT/AAS 338 will focus on specific topics, regions, nations, or traditions
within African literature. This course will survey African writings in English against a backdrop
of colonialism, neocolonialism, and globalization.

AAS 338/ LIT 338: African LITERATURE 

AAS 321: RACE, GENDER, AND THE NEWS

Focuses on different topics of significance to Africa and the African diasporas.  May be repeated
as topic/instructor varies.

AAS 370 Special topic: racism, crime & prisons

Through interactive discussion, case study analysis, ongoing research, and "old-fashioned
reporting," this class explores the role and influence of the news media as it covers stories
related to race, gender, and religion.

AAS 353 ADVANCED CRIMINOLOGY: RACE & CRIME
A critical examination of the correlation between race and crime in America.  The course will
focus on four major areas: race and the law, race and criminological theory, race and violent
crime, and myths and facts about race and crime.  Through critical examination of readings and
official statistics, students will come to understand the complexity of the relationship between
race and crime within the American Criminal Justice System and broader social context.

AAS 370 Special topic: ARCHAEoLOGY of slavery
Focuses on different topics of significance to Africa and the African diasporas.  May be repeated
as topic/instructor varies.

AAS 373: SLAVERY AND BLACK WOMANHOOD
Harriet Jacobs laments in her 1861 slave narrative Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl" that
"Slavery is terrible for men; but it is far more terrible for women."  Enslaved women in early
and antebellum America not only endured the legal classification of being chattel property, but
also the legal vulnerability of being sexual objects. The everyday sexual violation of black
women by slaveholders, overseers, and others, not only tested legal definitions of sexual
assault and rape, but also shaped the lives of enslaved women. Using primary source materials,
biographies, monographs, and small group discussion, students will examine the challenges that
enslaved black women faced in the late eighteenth century and the nineteenth century.
Specifically, this course will focus on unpaid labor, rape, exclusion from first-wave feminism,
resistance, incarceration, and reproduction as core experiences of black girlhood and
womanhood.



Urban, or Elementary, or Early
Childhood 

Education with African American
Studies

CHECK IT 

OUT
CHECK IT OUT

TCNJ’s dual major affords pre-service teachers the opportunity to seek certification in Urban, or
Elementary, or Early Childhood Education with African American History.  Dual majors will have

the content training to also seek certification in English, thus satisfying New Jersey State
requirements for certification as both a generalist and within at least one content area.  

AAS 378: AFRICAN AMERICAN LITERATURE 1920 - 1980
A study  of  literature in the African American tradition, focusing on the realist and naturalist
writings of this period, as well as the prose, poetry, essays and speeches of the Harlem
Renaissance and Black Arts Movement.  We will interrogate how the social matrices of competing
definitions of black identity are reflected in and through writing produced by African
Americans, while we trouble notions of authenticity, representation, and essentialism. The
course will also explore the canon of African American Literature, its literary traditions, and
the intersections with and diversions from the canon of American Letters.

AAS 470: ADVANCED SPECIAL TOPIC: HISTORY OF BLACK WOMEN PRISONERS

SOCIAL

JUSTICE

MINOR

The social justice minor offers students the opportunity to interrogate
and think critically about structural inequalities and injustices, and to

develop strategies for creating and sustaining an equitable and just
world. This interdisciplinary minor introduces students to the
complexity of social justice issues and helps them develop an

intersectional framework that recognizes ways in which various forms
of oppression and privilege interact, and how oppressive systems such
as racism and sexism are intricately connected. Minors will be able to

recognize inequalities and will gain the skills to address unjust
practices in a variety of settings. The minor is especially appropriate
for students who anticipate working in advocacy roles in nonprofit

organizations, in local communities, or in governmental organizations.



IMPORTANT COLLEGE
POLICIES

Please familiarize yourself with the
following policies (Click Links):
Academic Integrity Policy 

Grade Appeal Policy

Liberal Learning Policy:
Students completing their Liberal Learning breadth requirement

through Option C (i.e., excluding double majors, Interdisciplinary

Concentrations, and self-designed second majors) will be required to

complete eight Liberal Learning courses, with one course from each of

the six domains (Literary, Visual, and Performing Arts; World Views and

Ways of Knowing; Behavioral, Social, or Cultural Perspectives; Social

Change in Historical Perspectives; Natural Science (with lab); and

Quantitative Reasoning), and the remaining two from different broad

sectors (Arts and Humanities, Social Sciences and History, and Natural

Science and Quantitative Reasoning). 

https://policies.tcnj.edu/?p=130
https://policies.tcnj.edu/?p=272


Humanities and Social Sciences majors – who have earned 8 units at

the college and maintain a 3.3 cumulative GPA may request an

overload for more than 4.5 course units but no more than 5 course

units. Students who are seeking  an overload  should first discuss this

with their faculty advisor or department chair. The advisor and/or

department chair should inquire as to why they are requesting the

overload, review their academic record, and determine the likelihood

of a successful semester with such an overload. If approved, students

should complete the overload request form and have the department

chair sign the form.  Please click link at bottom of page 9 to be

redirected to the form.

If you are applying for Independent Study or Internship and need

Overload permission, you should submit your Overload  application

using the HSS Independent Study and Internship Application Portal

(below) where you will upload both your Overload form and your

Independent Study or Internship Application.  The Associate Dean will

review it and sign the form and grant overload.

The Associate Dean will review paperwork.

Overload Requirements: 
HSS OVERLOAD

Link to HSS Forms and Explanations

Should you have any questions, feel free to email

smithch@tcnj.edu or click the link below

https://hss.tcnj.edu/resources/current-students/forms/
https://hss.tcnj.edu/resources/current-students/forms/

